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Above (from left): Modernica Apple Bubble Pendant by George Nelson £410; Bristol 3 Seater Sofa in Buffalo Leather £2795; 

Kumun Cushion £65; Sunman Cushion £65; Ercol Svelto Oak Lamp Table £390; Celadon Turquoise Bowl £20; Conti Rug 
£500; Bristol Armchair in Buffalo Leather £1595; Petal Green Throw £108 

 
First launched for Autumn/Winter 2014, the Industrial Chic collection from Heal’s moves on from the 
raw finishes of the last few years; instead it highlights strong lines and modern materials of the 
rough-luxe look, while adding refinement to the finish. For Spring/Summer 2015, Heal’s has 
introduced new pieces to the collection, including the Bristol upholstery range and new additions to 
its best selling Brunel range. 
 
A contemporary take on the traditional club sofa, Bristol includes a large sofa (£2795) and an 
armchair (£1595). The range is made in Italy and features a geometric form, highlighted by its 
handmade, angular steel frame. Bristol is upholstered in soft Buffalo leather in caramel hues which 
will develop a distinctive patina over the years. 
 
Continuing the industrial look is Brunel designed by Rob Scarlett exclusively for Heal’s. The 
London-based designer takes inspiration from Heal’s archive pieces, including a space-saving 
leaning storage unit designed by Robin Day and Clive Latimer in 1948.  
 
Crafted from solid American oak and steel, Brunel offers multi-functionality and easy assembly. 
Brunel is ideal for design savvy city dwellers who are short on space and accessibility but big on 
style. 
 



 
Above (from left): Brunel desk £495, stool £95 and sideboard £695, all by Rob Scarlett for Heal’s 

 
The new pieces added to the Brunel collection for 2015 include a sideboard and a desk. The 
sideboard (£695) is a minimally styled unit with five drawers and two doors, providing ample storage 
space for everyday needs, while the desk (£495) offers a simple home office solution with two 
drawers and a risen platform that will sit comfortably in the living room or bedroom. 
 
Brunel features powder-coated steel legs and handle details, adding a subtle, contemporary touch to 
its overall look.  
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Editor’s notes 

Heal’s 

Heal’s has been designing, making and selling quality furniture for more than two centuries now, so 
it’s no surprise that it’s known as ‘the home of modern and contemporary designer furniture'. 
Starting out as bed-makers in 1810, and later embracing the ideals of the Arts and Crafts movement, 
Heal’s has a long history of collaborating with prominent designers. It is as passionate today as it’s 
always been about introducing new ranges, discovering stars of the future and pushing the 
boundaries of outstanding contemporary design. 

www.heals.co.uk 


